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The International ISRC Agency confirms today the following arrangements for the administration of ISRC in Fiji and Luxembourg:

The International ISRC Agency confirms that responsibility for ISRC in the Republic of the Fiji Islands will continue to rest with the Recording Industry Association of New Zealand (RIANZ) which is the National ISRC Agency for New Zealand. RIANZ will now issue Registrant Codes to ISRC System users in Fiji using the ISO3166 country code “FJ”. The list of National ISRC Agencies will be amended to reflect this existing practice.

The International ISRC Agency confirms that responsibility for ISRC in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg will continue to rest with SIMIM (Audio) and IMAGIA (Video) which are the National ISRC Agencies for Belgium. SIMIM and IMAGIA will issue Registrant Codes to ISRC System users in Luxembourg using the ISO3166 country code “LU”. The list of National ISRC Agencies will be amended to reflect this existing practice.